We present NMR measurements of a strong-leg spin-1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnetic ladder compound (C7H10N)2CuBr4 under magnetic fields up to 15 T in the temperature range from 1.2 K down to 50 mK. From the splitting of NMR lines we determine the phase boundary and the order parameter of the low-temperature (3-dimensional) long-range-ordered phase. In the TomonagaLuttinger regime above the ordered phase, NMR relaxation reflects characteristic power-law decay of spin correlation functions as 1/T1 ∝ T 1/2K−1 , which allows us to determine the interaction parameter K as a function of field. We find that field-dependent K varies within the 1 < K < 2 range which signifies attractive interaction between the spinless fermions in the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid.
The concept of Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) provides a universal description of gapless quantum systems of interacting particles in one dimension (1D), irrespective of the underlying microscopic Hamiltonian [1] [2] [3] . Within the TLL framework, the low-energy properties are completely characterized by only two parameters, the renormalized velocity of excitations u and the dimensionless interaction parameter K. For instance, the exponents of all correlation functions, which follow power laws, have simple expressions in terms of K only. This concept has been successfully applied to a wide variety of systems [3, 4] , e.g. organic conductors [5] , carbon nanotubes [6] [7] [8] , quantum wires [9] , edge states of fractional quantum Hall liquid [10] , cold atoms [11] , and antiferromagnetic (AF) quantum spin systems [12] [13] [14] [15] . The predicted original properties, such as power-law correlations or fractionalization of the excitations, have been well demonstrated by experiments [3, 4] . Nevertheless, it remains a very difficult task to relate the universal TLL parameters to the microscopic model [3] .
The quantum spin systems appear to be a rather unique exception in that respect: their microscopic interactions are often simple and well-defined such that u and K can actually be calculated and directly compared with experiments, which enables quantitative tests of the TLL theory [3, [14] [15] [16] . Among others, spin-1/2 Heisenberg AF ladder systems, having exchange interactions J leg along the legs and J rung along the rungs, have proven particularly useful under a magnetic field [14] [15] [16] . In zero-or low-field, strong quantum fluctuations in a ladder prohibit any magnetic order but lead to a collective singlet ground-state, often called a spin liquid, that is protected by a finite gap to the lowest triplet excitations. Application of a magnetic field H lowers one triplet level by Zeeman energy and eventually closes the gap for the field larger than a critical one, H > H c1 . The gap closing is accompanied by a transition into a gapless phase that survives up to a saturation field H c2 . This gapless phase can be described as a TLL of spinless fermions with the help of direct mapping of the spin ladder Hamiltonian onto a model of interacting spinless fermions [17] [18] [19] . A remarkable feature arising from this mapping concerns the role of the applied field in controlling the TLL physics: H, now acting like a chemical potential, controls the filling of a fermion band and determines, together with J leg and J rung , the interaction (K) between the fermions [3] . The spin ladder in a strong-rung coupling regime (J leg /J rung < 1) have been successfully explored in (C 5 H 12 N) 2 CuBr 4 (BPCB) [14] [15] [16] 20] which indeed has offered a unique opportunity to test the TLL theory quantitatively over the whole band fillings [14] .
Meanwhile, the ladders are known to provide an interesting contrast for the associated TLLs according to the coupling regime [3, 17, 18] : the theory predicts attractive spinless fermions (or attractive spinon excitations), i.e. K > 1, for the ladder in strong-leg coupling regime, while repulsive interactions (K < 1) characterize the strong-rung regime as in BPCB [14] . The prediction for the attractive interactions, however, could not have been confirmed for more than a decade [3, 17, 18] , mainly due to the absence of a suitable strong-leg ladder material with low-enough energy scales accessible by available magnetic fields.
The recent success [1] in synthesis of (C 7 H 10 N) 2 CuBr 4 , called DIMPY, appears promising in that regard, since this material features a ladder structure of spin-1/2 Cu 2+ ions coupled via isotropic exchanges, J leg = 16.5 K and J rung = 9.5 K, through Cu−Br−Br−Cu bonds [1, 2, 4, 22] . Magnetic one-dimensionality [22] and a small magnon gap of 4.2 K [2, 22] were confirmed by neutron scattering. No magnetic transition was observed down to 150 mK in zero field while the field-induced transition into the TLL phase at H c1 = 3.0(3) T was revealed by specific heat measurements [22] . The density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) calculations, com- Previous results from thermodynamic measurements, squares for specific heat [4] and triangles for specific heat and magneto-caloric effects [26] , are also shown.
bined with the thermodynamic measurements and neutron scattering results, predicted H c2 29 T [4] . The saturation was indeed observed around a similar value of 31 T at 1.6 K in preliminary pulsed-field magnetization measurements [25] . Furthermore, field-dependent thermodynamic anomalies in specific-heat and magnetocaloric effects were found and attributed to magnetic transition into a low-temperature long-range ordered phase due to weak inter-ladder coupling [4, 26] . This transition is expected to belong to the 3D XY universality class and the ordered phase (canted XY antiferromagnet) can be described as magnon Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [17] , though a direct evidence for the order parameter has not yet been found. The available experimental results, supported by theoretical calculations [4] , highlight DIMPY as an ideal strong-leg ladder compound in which one can hope for probing attractive interactions in the TLL phase [4, 26] .
In this Letter, we present the NMR investigation of DIMPY providing the first direct evidence for a TLL with attractive interactions. We first identify the order parameter below the magnetic transition temprature T c through NMR line splitting, and map out the orderedphase boundary as a function H. Then we evidence power-law spin correlations in the TLL phase defined above T c via the NMR relaxation rate, 1/T 1 , measurements as a function of temperature. They allow us to extract the sign and field-dependent strength of the interaction between the spinless fermions.
For these experiments, we used a single crystal with approximate dimensions 1.5 × 1 × 1 mm 3 and mass 2.5 mg, which has been grown from solution with the temperature gradient method described in detail in Ref. [3] . The monoclinic crystalline structure (space group P 2 1 /n) and quality of the crystal was confirmed by x-ray and neutron scattering [3] , and a trace of paramagnetic impurities were found to be negligible, of the order of 0.1 % (see the Supplemental Material [32]). A unit cell contains two different ladders running along the a axis with different rung vectors [2] and each ladder is assigned with two inequivalent N sites (see the Supplemental Material [32] for the structure). Both 14 N and 1 H NMR were used in complementary manner: simple and well resolved 14 N spectra (Fig. 1a) arising from only four inequivalent N sites in a unit cell allow us to accurately track the line splitting with temperature. Precise temperature-dependence of 1/T 1 was obtained mainly by 1 H NMR, to take advantage from its strong signal intensity due to the large gyromagnetic ratio ( 1 γ/ 14 γ = 13.8). We have checked that 14 N and 1 H results are consistent in both spectrum and T 1 data as described later. split, while for the others we simply observed a broadening. The splitting is symmetrical and the split lines have both the shape (Gaussian) and the width identical to the corresponding high-temperature line. This observation points to the development of simple staggered internal fields that should be transverse to the applied field [17] . The line splitting is thus directly proportional to the size of the transverse ordered moments.
We monitored the temperature dependence of the splitting of the lowest-frequency line in the spectrum (Fig.  1a) in various magnetic fields, which is presented in Fig.  1b . The data nicely illustrate development of the order parameter upon lowering the temperature. For each field, the onset of the splitting defines T c . The splitting increases rapidly with decreasing temperature and eventually saturates toward 22 kHz around 150 mK. We tried to fit the data to a power-law ∆f
where ∆f is the splitting and β the critical exponent. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1b , the best global fitting for the 0.9 ≤ T /T c ≤ 1 range gives β = 0.36 which indeed agrees with the theoretical value of 0.35 for the 3D XY universality class [27] . These 14 N NMR spectrum data provide the first direct (microscopic) evidence for the order parameter in DIMPY.
The phase boundary, T c (H), of the ordered phase is drawn in Fig. 1c . The low field (≤ 3.5 T) part of the phase diagram, where 14 N signal becomes too weak, was completed by monitoring the evolution of 1 H spectrum as a function of temperature or field. The consistency was checked at 3.5 T where both 1 H and 14 N spectra lead to the same T c value. By extrapolating T c (H) toward zero, we estimate H c1 = 2.55(5) T. Solid line represents a critical scaling T c ∝ (H − H c1 ) 2/3 for a dilute magnon 3D BEC [17, 28] . Our T c (H) data agree with and extend those obtained from the thermodynamic anomalies reported previously [4, 26] (see Fig. 1c ). We thus confirm that those anomalies indeed indicate the magnetic transition into a long-range ordered phase, likely a magnon BEC. Now we turn our attention to the spin dynamics in the TLL phase above T c . As regards the low-energy excitations, a spin-1/2 ladder can be mapped onto a model of interacting spinless fermions, which, after linearization around the Fermi points and bosonization, transform into the TLL Hamiltonian [3] . As remarked before, K in this Hamiltonian measures both the sign and the strength of the interaction and determines the power-law exponents of correlation functions. By NMR 1/T 1 measurements we probe local spin-spin correlations of the electrons in the low-energy limit. For the spin ladders, in both strong-rung and strong-leg regimes, the transverse correlation functions at Q = π are dominant which leads to 1/T 1 ∝ T 1/2K−1 [17, 29] . As the field approaches H c1 (or H c2 as well), the TLL should approach a noninteracting regime where K = 1 and thus 1/T 1 ∝ T −0.5 . Independently, a scaling argument for 1D quantum critical regime also leads to 1/T 1 ∝ T −0.5 [30] . Therefore, a continuous variation of T 1 (T ) is established from the TLL to the 1D quantum critical regime. [4] . The corresponding K values can be read from the scale on the right axis negligible above 2 T c , so that we take this value as the lower bound for the validity of the given power-law behavior defining α(H) or K(H). On the high temperature side, the TLL regime is connected to the classical paramagnetic regime through a crossover. We find that powerlaw behavior is sustained up to above 3 T c at least. Thus, the power-law exponents α were extracted from the fits to the data systematically in the equivalent temperature range 2 T c < T < 3 T c at all field values.
To emphasize the universal 1/T 1 behavior, we present in Fig. 2e the 1/T 1 data in a scaled form, that is, by plotting 1/(T 1 T α ) normalized to 1 within the fitting range as a function of T /T c . We see that the data for 2 T c < T < 3 T c , and well beyond 3 T c when available, collapse on a flat line confirming a power-law behavior. The extracted α is plotted as a function of field in Fig. 3 . We find α in the range −0.75 < α < −0.5, which corresponds to the attractive interaction, i.e. 1 < K < 2. Moreover, α clearly converges toward −0.5, i.e. K = 1, as the field approaches H c1 . This indicates the system approaches the non-interacting regime and/or 1D quantum critical regime, as expected from theory. These NMR relaxation data provide the first direct evidence for power-law correlations in DIMPY and, more generally, attractive interactions in a spin-ladder TLL.
As shown in Fig. 3 , we find a quantitative difference between the experimental results and the DMRG calculations reported in Ref. [4] . The experimental data yield much larger K values than the calculated ones. The reason for this difference is not clear at the moment. In principle, larger J leg /J rung than estimated could lead to larger K. Another possibility might be that the residue of thermal critical fluctuations contribute to 1/T 1 up to higher temperatures than 2 T c assumed here, due to their quasi-1D magnetic character. We compared our 1/T 1 data with the available model of purely 1D ladders with the dominant transverse fluctuations [17, 29] . However, as one approaches T c from above, deviation from this simple picture should arise as soon as the inter-ladder correlations become relevant. These correlations can probably be treated in mean-field approximation taking into account the full 1D fluctuations. They are further followed by a crossover regime before reaching the critical one in the vicinity of T c . It will be interesting to take into account these additional theoretical considerations and calculate 1/T 1 accordingly, to compare with the experimental data as well as to set up the upper bound in temperature for this model. However, these calculations are not available yet and are beyond the scope of the present work. On the experimental side, further measurements using different techniques would help to resolve the issue. Inelastic neutron scattering is another candidate to measure similar properties.
To the best of our knowledge, the results presented here are the first direct evidence for TLL with attractive interactions realized in condensed matter. Most 1D physical realizations such as carbon nanotubes and others are known to support repulsive interactions [3] . For AF quantum spin systems, calculations show that a few models, e.g. spin-1/2 XY ladder or XXZ chain with ferromagnetic anisotropy, should support attractive interactions [17, 29] , but their experimental realization must be quite challenging. Heisenberg spin-1/2 ladders thus appear particularly interesting as they present both repulsive and attractive regimes according to the J leg /J rung value where the crossover takes place across J leg /J rung 1. Our 1/T 1 results now establish this rather unique case of attractive regime for J leg /J rung > 1. Furthermore, the magnetic field driven variation of K corresponds to the tuning of TLL model parameters by external means, akin to quantum simulation [33] . Indeed, the spin ladders and other gapped 1D spin systems [34] increasingly prove their utility under a magnetic field. They host and allow manipulation of quantum phases and many-body phenomena not only at qualitative but also at quantitative level [14, 33, 35] , which might be otherwise difficult or impossible to realize.
To summarize, our NMR 1/T 1 results of the ideal strong-leg spin-1/2 ladder compound DIMPY under a magnetic field provide the first evidence for a TLL with attractive interactions. The parameter K is shown to vary between 1 and 2 as a function of field which indicates the field-controlled strength of the attractive interactions. In addition, the NMR line splitting at low temperature evidences the order parameter in DIMPY for the first time. The ordered phase is likely a canted XY antiferromagnet that can be described as the BEC of magnons.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATIERIAL
In this Supplemental Material, we provide some useful material properties of Bis (2,3-dimethylpyridinium) Tetrabromocuprate with the chemical formula (C 7 H 10 N) 2 CuBr 4 (DIMPY for short) and basic information about our single-crystal sample used in the present study.
DIMPY is an organometallic material based on the organic 2,3-dimethylpyridine molecules and tetrahedral [CuBr 4 ] 2− units. It crystallizes into a monoclinic structure of which space group is P 2 1 /n and lattice constants a = 7.504, b = 31.61, and c = 8.202, with β = 98.97 [1] . Figure 4a shows [2] .
The single crystals were grown in our laboratory at ETH, Zürich. Figure 4b shows a photograph of the large single-phase crystals (of mass up to 1.5 g) grown from solution by the temperature gradient method [3] . The unit cell, crystallographic axes, and orientation were checked by x-ray and found in agreement with those reported earlier by others. In order to check the level of paramagnetic impurities, we performed magnetization measurements at T = 500 mK. A single crystal (7.6 mg) grown from the same solution as that used for the NMR experiments was measured. The sample was oriented such that the field is along the crystallographic a-axis. Figure 5 shows the obtained magnetization data. Solid lines are the calculations for 1 % and 2 % of S = 1/2 paramagnetic impurities, which are shown for comparison. The inset shows an enlarged view of the low-field part where the data at low fields follow the saturation behavior calculated for 0.1 % of impurities (solid line). This result shows that in our single crystal the concentration of magnetic impurities is negligible.
For the NMR measurements, we used both 14 N and 1 H nuclei which are depicted by pink and light blue spheres in Fig. 4a , respectively. Both these nuclei belong to the ligand molecules. As shown in Fig. 4a , there are four inequivalent N sites in a unit cell. In general, all these sites can be resolved in NMR spectra when a magnetic field is applied off the symmetry axes, which is the configuration used in the present study. Since I = 1 for 14 N nuclei, quadrupolar splitting doubles the number of NMR lines resulting in a mirror image of the NMR spectrum having total of eight NMR lines. On the other hand, if a field is applied along the symmetry axes, the number of lines reduces to four. These features are clearly shown in Fig. 6 presenting the angle dependence of NMR spectra for rotation from b axis to c * axis obtained at 30 K in a magnetic field of 9 T. Four NMR lines, observed when the crystallographic b axis is along the field, are split into eight as one rotates the sample with respect to the field. The resulting rotation pattern mainly arises from the quadrupolar interactions between the nuclei and the crystal electric-field gradient, whereas the contributions from magnetic dipolar interactions between the nuclei and the electrons are smaller. The eight lines eventually converges back toward four lines again as the sample's c axis coincides with the field. As explained in the main text, since we were interested in determining the splitting of a single line due to internal fields, we intentionally tilted the sample off the symmetry axes in order to maximize the resolution.
